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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0490141A2] A mounting arrangement of at least one electrical switch is described, which is detachably fastened to an accommodating
point in a key-operated lock system having a lock barrel, especially for scanning angles of rotation of this lock barrel by means of a carrier part,
which accommodates it in a water and dustproof fashion, in a fixed spatial relationship with respect to the lock barrel, and which switch is assigned
for its operation a switch-operating part which can be moved by means of a key inserted into the lock barrel. According to the invention, the carrier
part is designed as a tubular sleeve for accommodating in a plug-in and necessarily positionally correct fashion the at least one switch, which can
be inserted, for its part, in the accommodating point, which is designed as a plug-in housing arranged with an axial offset relative to the longitudinal
axis of the lock barrel, and is fixed therein in a necessarily positionally correct fashion, while the switch operating part, which is dimensioned so as to
bridge the axial offset between the lock cylinder and the plug-in housing and is movable, is guided independently by the tube sleeve and the at least
one switch. <IMAGE>
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